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EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM

Pursuun·i: to article 149(3) of the EEC Treaty, the Commission submits an
amender. < proposa I for a counc i I DIrectIve on packaging and packaging
waste<1>. The amended proposal takes account of a number of
amendments from the European Parliament adopted at its June 1993(2)
Plenary Session and from the Economic and Social Committee<3>.
The definitions for prevention, recycling, reusable packaging and
economic operators have been made more precise and some other useful
definitions for small packaging, biomethanization and composting have
been Introduced.
The Commission has accepted Parliament's proposal to set a I imit of 5
years to attain the intermediate targets as this wi I 1 contribute to
harmonization and will provide an incentive to start important action
from the outset.
In addition the Commission accepts the mention in article 4 that Member
States shal I take action to promote the reuse of recycled packaging
waste in the production of packaging . The Commission also finally
decided not to accept the amendment on minimum proportion of recycled
material as it is premature and would cause major problems for
Implementation and control. As an alternative approach, Article 12 on
Standardization is amended in order to mention explicitly the setting
up of standards for the minimum content of recycled material.
The importance of the targets is also reinforced by the acceptance of
the proposal concerning their publication in the Offical Journal and
the information campaigns about them.
The mention in Article 5 of smal I and medium sized enterprises is also
accepted as this is important and reinforces the provisions already
established in Article 8.
A number of accepted amendments reinforce and clarify Article 6 on
Markings, and it should be noted in particular that there is a new
provision indicating that markings shal I enter into force
simultaneously.
Article 15 on Freedom to place on the Market remains unchanged but its
counterpart in Article 7 has been amended in order to make the two
texts more parai lei, so that the mention of packaging allowed to be
placed on the market relates now to the Directive and not uniquely to
Annex II.
The database constitutes an important pi I tar for the implementation of
the Directive and accordingly it has been considered useful to accept
the amendment on the requirement of information to alI economic ·
operators.
~-

(1) O.J. C263 of 12 October 1992
(2) PE 173.750 (Minutes of the sitting of 24 June 1993)
(3) O.J. C129 of 10 May 1993

- II The consumer Is called upon to play a key role for the successful
Implementation of the management systems. The amendment setting an
upper limit of 2 years within which to take measures concerning
consumer Information has therefore been accepted.
The Commission has decided to follow the advice of the Parliament to
reinforce Article 11 on economic instruments by making explicit mention
of the avoidance of distortion of competition and obstacles to trade,
and the criteria of causality, proportionality, non-discrimination, as
wei I as compatibility with other tax legislation. At the same time it
has been considered Important to Indicate the report to the COmmission
of these Instruments as well as to state that they must take into
account the "polluter pays" principle.

,.

The Commission accepts the amendment of the Parliament establishing
Individual limits for each heavy metal and a single time limit of 5
years, but only the four metals included in the original Proposal are
considered.

.
X

The Introduction of fully biodegradable packaging in the requirements
for the recoverable nature of packaging constitutes an element which
contributes to a more balanced scope for this management option.
The Commission decided not to accept the amendment introducing a rigid
hierarchy for waste management as the idea of a strategy is already
established in the framework directive on waste and there is also a
need to be flexible in order to be able to apply the most appropriate
measures for the different particular conditions and preserve the
principle of conditional equivalence between reusable and recoverable
packaging.
Amendments concerning the scope (Article 2) have been rejected by the
Commission because a comprehensive approach is sought which covers all
kinds of packaging and the particular problems related to some kinds of
packag·ing are covered appropriately by the Committee procedures as
indicated in Article 16 on Adaptation to Scientific and Technical
Progress.
The Commission rejected a number of amendments regarding the
modification of targets and the Committees because the procedures
proposed would be too rigid and there Is a need for procedures which
allow an effective implementation of the tasks required by this
Directive.
As for the amendments concerning the information systems, they have not
been accepted because, as indicated above, they form a basic element of
the Directive as it Is of vital importance to obtain information on the
evolution within the sector, in particular to verify compliance with,
and feasibility of, targets, and accordingly it is not appropriate to
leave this issue pending for further evaluation by the Committee.

..
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A number of elements proposed by the Parliament In relation to economic
instruments have not been accepted, either because they are considered
to be premature at this stage, although the door is left open for a
possible adoption by the Council In the future, or because, and this
rei~tes In particular to charges for incineration and landfil I, it is
considered that thes~ basic Issues should be dealt with in a more
general c~ntext of waste management policies rather than within the
framework of a sectorial provlson.
The amendments relating to third countries have.been considered as
unnecessary as the Directive applies to all packaging placed on the
market In the Community and any specific problems should be solved at
GATT level.
The Commission Is aware of the Importance of consumer Information and
action In the field of research and development but Is is not In a
position to accept the corresponding amendments of the Pari lament which
would Impose rigid constraints and would at the same time interfere
with existing procedures already In force for these horizontal issues.
The particular amendment on movements of packaging waste deals with a
very sensitive question but It has been reJected because this is a
general waste management problem where packaging con~titutes only one
element, and this Directive provides, as a whole, a contribution to a
global solution to the problem.
Finally, the Commission considers the amendment on restrictions of a
number of substances as premature but the possibl I lty to develop
appropriate provisions In the future is left open .
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•·
11iE COUNCIL OF 11iE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES,
J:iaving regard to me Treaty· establishing abe European
Ecxmomic Community, and. in p~rticular Article lOOa
thereof,

Having regard· to the proposal froni the Commission,

In cooperation with the European Parliament,
Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social
Committee,

':...:y_

Whereas the communication from the Commission to
.. the CoUncil and to Parliament on a Community Strategy
for Waste Management ( 1 ), adopted by the Council in
its resolution o£7 May 1990 (1 ) underlines the foUowing
hierarchy for waste management: prevention fust;
recovery and in particular recycling, second, and final
disposal only as a last resort;

1a.

~

Whereas the best means of
preventing the creation of
packaging waste is to reduce
the
oyerall
volume
of
packaging;

Whereas, however, packaging
has
a
vi tal
social
and
economic function and whereas
reciucing
the
volume
of
packaging
should
not
ieopardize the gualitv of the
pr9ducts and consumer health;

2. Whereas packaging waste contributes

in a great
proportion to the increase in the volume of waste and to
the saturation of landfills and if not recovered and in
particular nO£ recycled, packaging waste presupposes a
waste of raw materials and energy;

•
(') SEC(89) 934 fmal, 18 September 1989.
(') OJ No C 122, 18. 5. 1990, p. 2.
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ORIGINAL TEXT

AMENDED TEXT·

3. Whereas Council Directive 85/339/EEC of 27 june
1985 on containers of liquids for human
consumption (1 ) was the first step in reducing the
environmental impact of packaging and packaging

\ ,.

4. Whereas a sectoral or a one-sided approach is no longer
justified and Community policy must be orientated

towards all kinds of packaging waste whether it is
· released at indusuial, collUJlCI'Cial, offic:le, shop, service
or household level; whereas, therefore, Directive
85/339/EEC should be replaced by a new directive
with the widest possible scope;

S. Whereas, as long as fife-cycle assessments justify no

dear hierarchy, reusable packaging and recoverable
packaging waste and in particular, cec:yclable p~ckaging
waste ace to be considered as equal valid methods for
reducing the environmental impact of packaging and
this requires the ·setting up in the Member States of
systems guaranteeing the return of used packaging
and/or packaging waste;

and whereas
life-cycle assessments should be
completed as s 00n as possible to
justify a clear hierarchy between
reusable.
recyclable
and
recoverable packaging;

6. Whereas on the basis of several life-cycle assessments it
can be stated that from an environmental point of view
recycling must constitute an important part of recovery,
mainly for the reason that energy and raw material
requirements and discharges decrease if the waste is
recycled and the processed material is used in new
production processes;

7.

Whereas the current differences in national provisions
concerning the management · of packaging . and
packaging waste are liable to diston competition and
affect the free movement of goods in the internal
market, and give rise to differences in the level of
protection of the environment;

(') OJ No L 176, 6. 7. 1985, p. 18.
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8.

-.hes:eas

.1t

lti

n~e5sa1.y

to

approximate
~asures
to
be
undertaken
by
Heaber
States
dealif\9 with the aanagement of
packa9ing waste in order to
contribute to the completion cf
the
internal
market,
avo~d
obstacles to trade and distorticn
and restriction of competiticn
within the Community and to
ensure a high level of protecticn
of
the
environment
and
cf

8. Whereas it is necessary to approximate measures to be:

undertaken by Member States dealing with the
management of packaging waste in order to contribute
to the completion of the internal market, avoid obstacles
to trade and distortion and resuiction of competition
within the Communiry and to ensure a high level of
protection of the environment;

consumers;

9. Whereas, in order to contribute to the establishment and
smooth functioning of the internal market, it appears
necasary to harmonize national provisions cona:ming
the management of packaging and packaging waste and
this by the:

,~

...

introduction of harmonized measures,
definition of harmonized essential requirements and
standards, and
establishment of criteria with which national
measures have to comply;

introdUCtion of
measureS
to
ensure that employment is not
jeopardized
and
the
competitiveness of buSinesses is
not undermined;

10. Whereas the existence of different targets in Member
States regarding the recovery and the recycling of
packaging waste, can create unjustified barriers to trade
and lead to distortion of competition; whereas it is
therefore important to harmonize hom now on such
targets to be attained by the Member States, taking a
high levd of protection of the environment;
11. Whereas, in order to avoid obstacles to trade and

distortion of competition, it is necessary to defme the
essential requirements as related to the composition and
the nature of reusable and recoverable packaging;
whereas the national provisions relating to the
production and marketing of packaging and the
management of packaging waste shall abide by these
essential requirements;

11.

Whereas, In order to avoId
obstacles
to
trade
and
distortion of competition, It
Is necessary to define the
essential
requirements
as
related to the composition
and the nature of reusable
and recoverable
Including
recyclable packaging; whereas
the
national
provisions
relating to the production
and marketing of packaging
and
the
management
of
packaging waste shal I abide
by
these
essential
requirements;
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11a. Whereas.
to facilitate the
achievement
Of
this
Directive's
obJectives.
it
mav
be
necessary
to
use
economic Instruments; whereas
such
incentives
should be
used in accordance with the
provisions of the Treaty In
order to avoid new forms of
protectionism;

12. Whereas ii: is ncccssary that the return systems .to be set .

12.

Whereas it is necessary that the
recoyery an4·return· systems to
be set up shall be designed in
such a way as to avoid barriers ·
to trade and distortion of
.c:ompetition and. t;o guarantee t;he · ·
paXbrum · · possible · ret;ugi
of ·
packaqiM and packaging 'waste;'.

16.

Whereas the presence of noxious
metals and other Substances in
packaging should be limited in
yiew of
their environmental
impact ( in particular in the
light of their likely presence
in
emissions
or
ash
when
packaging is incinerated, or in
leachate when packaging is land'filledl;
whereas
it
is
essential
as
a
first
step
towards reducing the toxicity of
packaging waste, to prevent the
addition of the noxious heavy
metals to packaging and ensure
that such substan~es are not
released into the environment;

up shall be designed in such a way as to avoid barriers to
trade and distortion of competition;

13. · Whereas the need is felt that to reach the
abovementioned objectives, quantified targets must be
·defined;
14. Whereas the prov1s1ons of this Directive should

contribute to maintaining and improving upon the level
of reuse, recycling and recovery of packaging and
packaging waste which has been achieved at the time of
implementation of this Directive;
15. Whereas it is necessary to minimize the total impact on

the environment of packaging and packaging waste,
taking into account not only quantitative but also
qualitative aspects and chemical composition;
16. Whereas the presence of noxious metals in packaging is

part of the total concern in the light of their likely
presence in emissions or ash when packaging is
incinerated, or in leachate when packaging is landfillcd;
whereas it is desirable as a first step to reduce the toxicity
of packaging waste to avoid the addition·of the noxious
heavy metals w packaging;
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17. Whereas Community markings are needed to indicate

the reusable and/or recoverable nature of packaging
and for the identification of the nature of the packaging
material in order to inform consumers, communities
and industrial operators of the correct way to deal with
used packaging and' packaging waste, to facilitate
colkaion, sorting, reuse and recovery activities and to
avoid obstacles to·trade;

17.

Whereas a limited number of
COmmunIty markIngs, eas 11 y
recognizable for consumers.
are needed .to Indicate the
reusable and/or recoverable
Including recyclable nature
of packaging and for the
!dent If !cat !on of the nature
of the paclcagl'ng material In
order to Inform consumers,
communities and
Industrial
operators of the correct way
to deal with used packaging
and .packaging
waste,
to
f ac I I I tate
co 1 teet I on,
sorting, reuse, and recovery
Including
recycling
activities
and
to
avoid
obstacles
to
trade;

fihereas. to promote recycling
obiectiyes
And
prevent
distortion of competition and.
tra4e
in
the
Commun.ity.
marlsets in recycled pacltaqinq
materials must be deyeloped
and expanded

17b. Whereas
the
Inclusion of
recycled
material
In
packaging
should
not
contradict
existing
provisions on hygiene. health
and
consumer
safety;

18. Whereas the need for Community-wide data on the

volume, weight and type of packaging and packagir
waste has to be recognized in order to evaluate t••'"
achievement of objectives, the effectiveness of measures
and to enable further initiatives to be taken with respect.
to·the packagi.ng waste problem;

19. Whereas the consumer plays a

key role in the
management of packaging and packaging waste and
thus has to be adequately informed in order to adapt his
behaviour and attitude; whereas it is essential that
enterprises become more conscious of the extent to
which their products and packaging become waste, and
that they accept responsibility for such waste and that
the development and implementation of measures shall
involve and require the close cooperation of all the
partners within a spirit of shared responsibility;
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20. Whereas Member States shall take into account, when

adopting measures to implement this Directive, the
problems which w;ll result for small an.d medium-sizet1
enterprises (SMEs), on condition t~~ this does n~t
affect the provisions of this Directive oi: of Community
law;

Whereas ·the -,.;.mer >states and the
cOrjupission. when adoptina· ageasu.res to
: apply this DirectiB.: ·must take into
;. aoco\mt the :apeC;i·al·nature· of islon"H
. in· ·tbt '¢osinmmu,;.;·a;F~1$M -size
· : of _thQ·, liylrket.: and·· -the · e<:Qnoij{c 90$t

•

·, ot traJiSDOrt; :·- '· ·::.: .....

·:t.r~)'':·:t.~,. -~ ·
.•

21.

Whereas economic instruments can have a considerable
impact on the management of packaging waste by
promoting and funding more environmentally sound
practices;

21 •

·.···:

> •

·~

.

e90n011lic
instruments
have
a
90nsiderable
oositiye
impact
on
the
unagement of packaqing and
packaqinq waste by promotinq and
fin4inq eore
environmentally
sound practices;

Whereas

1dll

~

22. Whereas, in order to avoid discrimination, the measures
taken by Member States to achieve the objectives must
be integrated into a policy which covers all packaging
and packaging waste and is not limited to any specific
type of packaging or packaging material, a product or
category of products;

llL_

Whereas, in order to achieye
the
obiectives
of
tbis ·
pirectiye,
Mep!ber
States
should take steps. to encourage
researcb and deyeJ.opment; .

· Whereas the measures taken by

the Member States shpuld form
part of a Community general
strategy that takes acc9unt of
their enyiroomental, social.
regional and industrial impact
in orsier to preyent distortion
of competition and disparities
between the various COmmunity
Mqmhe~ States with respect to
waste management;
22b.

Whereas
packaging
take due
existing
relating
future
community

a
directive
on
waste should also
account of other
COmmunity standards
to waste and of
developments
in
legislption
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23: Whereas the. Commission must be asSisted' by a•t«hnical'
committee: in order to ada~. the· provisiOns· and: the
Annexes to the· directive on scientific and tedmieal
progress;,
24. Whereas drafts of measures to be taken by. Member
States should be notified to me CommiSsion so that it

can be established whether or not they mmply with me
dim:rive:, and: to request~ if neceSsary • that dle
introdUaioo of such measures. or part of diem. be
posqxmed; whereas such notifiCation and examination
iS without prejudic:le to the obligations of me Member
States pursuant to the Treaty and other · relevant
Community legislation;

me work for the purpose of amending Council
Directive 83/189/EEC (1), as last amended by
Commission Decision 90/230/EEC ( 2 ), must be
aco:lerated · in order to permit the coverage of
notification arising from the scope of this Directive;

25. Whereas

26. Whereas for all the reasons referred to above it appears

ncc:cssary for the Community.

whilst limiting itself to

what is strictiy aecessary,
harmonization measures,

adopt the appropriate

HAS ADOPTED THIS

to

DIRECTIVE.

Artidel
Objectives
This Directive aims to harmonize national measures
mnc.eming the management of packaging and· paclcaging
waste in order to reduce their impact on the environment, to
contribute to the completion and functioning of the internal
market and to avoid obstacles to trade and distortion and
restriction of competition within the Community.

:: ·T .:> attain these objectives this Directive establishes targets
'<":i_lid the essential requirements which packaging must meet,
and provides for measures for the prevention of the
production of packaging. waste and for the promotion of
return, reuse and recovery operations relating to packaging.
and packaging waste in order to ensure public health and the
protection of the environment.

(') OJ No L 109, 26. 4. 1983, p. 8.
(') OJ No I. 17.8, 18. 5. 1990, p. 15.

26.

Whereas for all the reasons
referred to above it appear&
necessary for the ('.olpmtmt ty, in
accordance with the priru::iple of
subsidiarity,
to
adopt
A
frameworlt for the appropriate
harmonization measures,
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Article 2
Scope

This Directive covers all packaging placed on the market in
the Community and all packaging waste, whether it is used or
released at indusaial; commercial, office, shop, service or
ho~~old levd, regardless of the materials used and whether
._:; · it concerns primary, secondary or tertiary packaging.

•

' '

This Directive shall apply without prejudice to the provisions
of Council Directive 91/689/EEC of 12 December 1991
coooeming hazardous waste (1).

Aitkle 3

For the purpose of this Directive:
(a) with respect to paclcagmg classif!cation:
1. <paclcaging' means all products made of any
materials of any nature to be used for the
containment, protection, handling, delivery and
presentation of goods, from raw materials to
processed goods, from the producer to the user or
the consumer. Disposables used for the same
purpose are to be considered .as paclcaging too;
2. •sales paclcaging or primary paclcaging' means any
paclcaging conceived so as to constitute a sales unit
to the final user or consumer at the point ·of
purchase;
3. 'grouping packaging or secondary paclcaging' means
any paclcaging conceived so as to constitute at the
point of purchase a grouping of a certain number of
sales· units whether the latter is sold as such to the
final user or consumer or whether it serves only as a
means to replenish the shdves at the point of sale; it
can be removed from the product without affecting
its characterstics;
4. 'transpon packaging or teniary packaging' means
any packaging conceived so as to facilitate handling
and transpon of a number of sales units or grouped
packagings in order to prevent physical handling
and transpon damage;
!sL_

• small packaging' means primary
packaging whose vrg.Wl!e is not
more than 100 em
and whose
weight is not more than 3
grammes;

(').OJ No L 377, 31. 12. 1991, p. 20.

/~
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(b) .With rupcct t~ packaging waste:

·t: <used packaging' means the pac:lcaimg' itselfleft over
once it has been emptied or the product has been
unpaclced;
-

2. 'packaging waste' means any packaging or
packaging material covered by the ddiniticm of
waste in Council DiRCtive 75/442/EEC (~};
J. <packaging

waste

management'

means

(

-'
•

the

management of waste as defined in Directive

75/442/EEC;
4. 'prevention' means the reduction of the quantity
and/ or the harmfulness of waste at production
processes level and at product level;

4.

'prevention' means the reduction
of the quantity aniJ/or the
harmfulness of materials use4.
packaging and packaging waste at
production processes level and at
the
yrketing,.
distribution•·
utilizat!on
and
elimination
stages. ·
in
·particular
by
deyelopinq 1 clean 1 pr9ducts and
techn919QY.

5. 'recovery' means any of the applicable operations
provided for in Annex II.B to Directive
75/442/EEC;
6. 'recycling' means the recovery of the waste materials
for the original purpose or for other purposes
excluding energy recovery; recycling means also
regeneration and composting;

'recycling'
means
the
recovery
of
the
waste
materials for the original
purpose or for other purposes
exc Iud Ing energy recovery;
recyc I Ing
means ·
a 1so
compost I ng • r egene rat 1on .aru;t

6.

blomethanlzatlon; ·

§2..._

6b.

7... 'disposal' means any of the applicable operations
provided for in Annex II.A to Directive
75/442/EEC;
(') OJ No L 194, 25. 7. 1975,

p. 39.

1

biomethanization 1
means · the
anaerobic treatment of packaging
waste. which produces biomethane
and soil.

1

CQmoostinq' means the anaerobic
treatment of the organic parts
of
packaging
waste.
which
produces soil .

·~

-
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(c) with respect to packaging management:
1. 'returnable packaging' means any packaging whose
return from the consumer or final user is assured by
specific means, (separate collection, deposits, etc.),
independently of its final destination, in order to be
reused, recovered, or subject to spec:ifi~ waste
management operations;
2. 'non-returnable' packaging means any packaging
for which no specific provisions for their return
from the consumer or final user are established;
3. 'reusable packaging' means any packaging which
has been conceived and designed to accomplish
within its life cycle a number of trips or rotations in
order to be refilled or reused for the same purpose
for which it was conceived; such packaging will
become packaging waste when no longer subject to
reuse;

3. 'reusable packaging• means any
packaging
which
has
been
conceived
and
designed
to
accomplish within its life cycle
a minimum m•mhA..r of . trips or
rotations in order to be refilled
or reused for the . same purpose
for which it was conceived, nth
or
without
the
§Upport
of
auxiliarv products present on the
market enabling the packaging to
be refilled; such packaging will
become packaging waste when ·no
longer subject to reuse,

4. 'one-way packaging' means any packaging not being
used more than once for the same purpose;
(d) 'economic operators' in relation to packaging means
suppliers of packaging materials, packaging producers
and converters, fillers and users, traders and
distributors.

(d)

'economic operators' in relation
to packaging means suppliers of
packaging materials, pacbging
producers
· and
converters,
fillers and users,· importers.
traders
and
distributors.
authorities
and
statUtory
organizations affected by: the
processing of packaging.
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Article 4

Target$
1.
In order to comply with the objectives of this Directive,
Member States shall take measures to attain the following
targets:

(a) regarding recovery of packaging waste: no later than 10
years &om the date by which this Directive must be
implemented in national law, 90% by weight of the
packaging waste output will be removed from the waste
stream for the purpose of recovery. Within this general
recovery target, and with the same time limit, 60 o/o by
weight of each material of the packaging waste output
shall be removed from the waste stream for the purpose
of recycling;

1 • In order to comply with the
objectives of this Directive, Member
States shall take measures to attain
the following targets:
(a) regarding recovery of packaging
waste:

.:: no later than 5 years from the
date by whicb this pirectiye
must
be
implemented
in
national law. 60\ by weight of
tbe packaging waste output
should be removed from the
waste stream for the purpose
of recoyerv.
Within this
general recovery taraet, and
with tbe same time limit. 40\
by weight of eacb material of
the packaging W§Ste qutput
should be remoyed from the
waste stream !/:f the g:mose
of recycling,
has to
.
recycled,
-

no later than 10 years from
the
date
by
which
this
Directive must be implemented
in national law, 90\ by weight
of the packaging waste output
will be removed from the waste
stream for the purpose of
recovery. Within this general
recovery target, and with the
same time limit, 60\ by weight
of each material of the
packaging waste output shall
be removed from the waste
stream for the purpose of
recycling, and has to be recycled;

1a. 'l'he Member States shall take
action to promote the reuse of
recycled packaging waste in the
production of packaging.

-
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•

(b) regarding minimization of final disposal of packaging
waste: no later than 10 years from the date by which this
Directive must be implemented in national law. final
disposal of the packaging waste output will be limited to
the residues of the collection and sorting activities, with
a limitation to not more than 10°;. by weight of the
packaging waste output .

2. MeJ!!ber ;States shall specify in the
·chapter
on
the
management
of
packaging waste of tbeir waste
management plans as indicated in
Article 10. interpediate targets for
recoyerv,
recycling
and
final
disposal of packaging waste.
They
shall also specify in this chaPter at
whicb time the following targets will
be attained simultaneously:

(b)

regarding
minimization
of
final disposal of packaging
waste: no later than 10 years
from the date by which this
Directive must be implemented
in
national
law,
final
disposal of the packaging
waste output will be limited
to
the
residues
of
the
collection
and
sorting
activities, with a limitation
to not more than 10\ by weight
of the packaging waste output.

Deleted

removal of 60\ by weight of the
packaging waste outout from the
waste stream for' the purpose of
recovery.
removal of 40\ by weight of each
material of the packaging waste
output from the waste stream for
the purpose of recycling.
This information must be provided in
the first report to the Commission as
required in Article 14.
2a. Tbe measures and target figures
mentioned in the preceding parasraphs
shall be published by tbe Member
States in their respective official
journals and shall be the subiect of .·
an information campaign for the
general public and econgmic agents.

;..

-
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3.
If scientific research, or any other evaluation
technique, such as ceo-balances, prove that other recovery
processes show greater environmental advantages, the
targets for recycling can be modified in accordance with the
procedure laid down in Article 17.
·Also on the basis of scientific research and of the progress
achieved in the Member States, the Commission· shall
re-examine the targets fixed in this Anicle, and shall within
six years· from the date by which this Directive must be
implemented in national law, adopt any appropriate
measures in accordance with the procedure laid down in
Article 17.

Articli! 5
Return· and management systems
1. · Member States shall take the necessary measures to
ensure that, within five years from the date by which this
Directive must be implemented in national law, systems are
set up to:
(a} provide for the return of all used packaging and/ or all

packaging waste from the consumer or other final user
in order to channel it to the most . appropriate
management alternatives;

(b) ensure that the used packaging and I or packaging waste
collected is effectively reused or recovered.

These systems shall ensure the coverage of imported products
under non-discriminatory conditions and shall be designed in
such a way that there are no barriers to trade or distortions of
competition.

2.
The measures referred to in paragraph 1 shall form
pan of a policy covering all packaging and packaging waste

and shall take into account, in particular: consumer
protection, health, safety and sanitary requirements;
protection of the quality, the authenticity and the technical
characteristics of the packed good and materials used as well
as industrial and commercial property rights.

1. Member States shall take the
necessary measures to ensure that,
within five years from the date by
which this Directive must
be
implemented in national law, systems
are set up to:
(a)

provide for the return of all
used packaging and/ or all
packaging
waste
from
the
consumer or waste stream or
other final user
in order
to channel it to the most
appropriate
management
alternatives;

(b)

ensure that the used packaging
and/or
packaging
waste
collected
is
effectively
reused
or recovered including
_recycled;

These systems shall ensure the
coverage of imported products under
non-discriminatory procedures and
conditions including the tariffs
imposed for access to the system and
shall be designed in such a way that
there are no bilrriers to trade or
distortions of competition.

-
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3.
The return and management systems set up in the
diffen:nt Member States, in accordance with the proviSions
of this Directive, shall be considered and recognized as
equivalent throughout die whole Community and
participation in such systems shall be open to the economic
operators of the sectors concerned.

The return and management systems set
up in different Member States, in
accordance with the provisions of
this Directive, shall be considered
and
recognized
as
equivalent
throughout the whole. Community and
participation in such systems shall
be open to ell economic operators of
the
sectors
concerned,
special
account to be taken of any particular
problems facing small and mediumsized enterprises.

Article 6
Marking

.1.o::.

To facilitate the reuse and recovery of packaging and
·.·packaging waste, Member States shall take the necessary
measures to ensure that, within five years from the date by
which this Directive must be implemented in national law, all
packaging shall comply with the marking provisions laid
down in this Article and in Annex I. Packaging shall bear
the appropriate marking{s) either on the packaging itself or
on the label.

1.

To fac Ill tate the reuse and
recovery Including recycling
of packaging and packaging
waste, Member States shall

take the necessary measures to ensure
that, within five years from the date
by which this ·Directive must be
implemented in national law, all
packaging shall comply with the
marking provisions laid down in this
Article and in Annex I.
Packaginq
shall bear the appropriate marking/s
either on the packaging itself or on
the label.
Such marking shall be
appropriately durable having regard
to whether the packaging is reusable
or recoverable. Any future EC ecolabel
for
packaging
will
be
harmonized with the measures adopted
as a result of this Directive.

2.
All reusable and recoverable packaging shall bear the
mark(s) shown in Annex I. Fixing these marks on a
packaging means that:
the used packaging waste is subject to established rerum
and management systems,
the packaging itself and the prov1s1ons for the
management of used packaging and packaging waste
comply with the provisions of this Directive and the
essential requirements referred to in Anicle 7 and
described in Annex II.

. 2a. The Member States shall ensure
that the marking is clearly yisible.
legible and lasting and that it is
maintained when the packaging is
ooened.
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3.

To facilitate return, reuse and recovery, packaging

shall indicate, when needed for its identification and
dassifiation, the nature of the packaging material(s) used, in
accordance with the identification system desaibed in
Anno: I. The numbering and abbreviations on which the
identification system is based shall be dctcnnined by the
Commission, in accordance with the procedure set out in
Article 17 not later than 12 months after the adoption of this
Dilea:ive. It shall decide which materials shall be subjca
to the identification system, in accordance with the same
procedure.

AMENDED TEXl

3.

To facilitate return, reuse
and
recoverY
lnc·ludlng
recyc 1 I ng,
packagIng
sha I t
Indicate, when needed for its
identification and classification,
the
nature
of
the · packaging
material/s us·ed~ in accordance· with
the identification system: described ·
in Annex X..
The · numbering and abbreviations
on
which
the
identification system is based shall
be determined by the Commission, in
accordance with the procedure set out
in Article 17 not later than 12
months after the· adoption of· this
Directive.
Xt shall decide which
materials shall be subject: to the
identification system, in accordance
with the same procedure-.

4.
In order to inform the consumer or final user whether
or not the packaging is made of cecycled material such
packaging may bear the mark shown in Annex I. •
5.
Member States shall take the necessary measures to
ensure that any markings other than those set out in Annex 1
intending to serve the same purpose, shall be prohibited. Th;
marks set out in Annex I may not be used for any purposes
. other than those envisaged in this Article.

6.
The Commission shall, in accordance with the
preiecdure set out in Article 17, no later than 12 months after
the adoption of this Directive, adopt the markings required
by this Article and which comply with criteria of visual
perceptability, readability and under.;tanding by the
European consumer.

7.
By the procedure set out in Article 17 the Commission
shall decide to what extent derogations fmm the marking
provisions will be needed.
8.
The Commission shall draw up, in accordance with the
procedure set out in Article 17, the detailed rules for the
marking system. These rules shall be published in the Official
Journal of the European Communities.
9.
The rcquircmems referred to in paragraphs 1 to 8 shall
be applied without prejudice to other marking or labelling
sdu:mes, set up at Community level, for health, security,
cnvironmcmal protection or consumer information
purposes.

6. The
CoiiUIIission
shall,
in
accordance with the procedure set out
in Article 1 7, no later than 12
months after the adoption of this
Directive,
adopt
the
markings
required by this Article and which
are clearly yisible, legible and
lasting and that It Is maintained
when the packaging Is opened and
is comprehensible for the European
consumer.
The markings described in Annex
sha I I
enter
into
force
simultaneouslY.

•
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10.
The provisions of this Article are without prejudice to
the possibility that the markings desaibed in it can be used by
economic operators on materials and products other than
packaging for analogous. purposes, as long as they are
effectivdy reusable; recoverable or made out of recycled
material; their use shall be communicated to and approved
by the competent authorities.
11.
Member. States shall talce the necessary measures to
ensure:
-

the provisions of information on the purpose and
application of all the markings,
that proper use of the markings by economic operators is
verified.

Artick 7
Essential requirements
1.
Member States shall take all appropriate measures to.
ensure that packaging may be placed on the market only if it
complies with the essential requirem~nts set out in
Annex II.

2.
Member States shall presume compliance with the
requirements set out in Annex II in the case of packaging
which is in conformity:
(a) with the relevant harmonized standards, the reference
numbers of which have been published in the Official
journal of the European Communities. Member States
shall· publish the reference numbers of national
standards transposing these harmonized standards;
. (b) with the relevant national standards referred to in
paragraph 3 in so far as, in the areas covered by such
standards, no harmonized standards exist.
3.
Member States shall communicate to the Commission
the text of their national standards, as referred to in
paragraph 2 (b), which they regard as complying with the
requirements referred to in this Article. The Commission
shall forward such texts forthwith to the other Member
States.
Member States shall publish the references of these
standards. The Commission shall ensure that they are
puhlisht~d in the Official Journal o( the European
Communitirs.
, .

Where a Member State or the Commission considers
that the standards referred to in paragraph 2 do not entirely
meet the essential requirements referred to in paragraph 1,
the Commission or the Member States concerned shall bring
rhc martcr before the , Committee set up by Directive
!U/IH'J/EEC giving rhe n·asons tlwrdor. The Comminet·
shall deliver an opinion without .delay. In the light of the
Committee's opinion, the Commission shall iryform Member
States whether or not it is necessary to withdraw those
standards from publications referred to in paragraphs 2
and 3.
4.

1. · Member States shall take all
appropriate .measures to en.sUre · that ·
packaging may be placed on the market··
only i f it complies with the
essential requirements set out in
. this Directiye.

-
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Article 8
Information systems
1.
Member States shall take the necessary measures to
ensure that databases on packaging and packaging waste
shall be established in order to enable Member States and the
Commission to develop packaging and packaging waste
management policies. For reasons of efficiency the required
data may ·cover other components of a particular waste

sueam.
2.

The databases shaJI.serve the following purposes:
to·provide information on the magnitude, characteristics
and evolution of the packaging and paCkaging waste
flows at the level of individual Member States.
to. provide information on the economic parameters
to
packaging
and
packaging waste
related
management,
to provide information in order to be able to re-examine
targets, to design the most appropriate measures to attain
them and to evaluate their effectiveness.

J.
To harmonize the characteristics and presentation of
the data produced and to make the data of the Member States
compatible, the databases shall be based on the formats
described in Annex Ill.
4.
Member States shall take into account the particular
problems of small and medium-sized enterprises in providing
detailed data.

Member States shall require all
economic
operators
involved
to
provide the competent authorities
with reliable data on their sector as
required by. this Article~
5.
The data obtained shall be made available for the first
time·three years after the date by which this Directive must be
implemented in national law and shall be updated every three
years. The results shall be communicated to the Commission
in accordance with the reporting procedures set our in
Article 14.
Article 9
Consumer information
Member States shall take measure to ensure that consumers
and or her users are informed about the advantages of using
reusable and recoverable packaging, about the meaning of
the markings on packaging, about the return systems
available for them to dispose of their u~ed packaging and of
packaging waste, and about the existing management plans
for packaging as referred to in Article I 0.

Member States shall take measures....
within two years of the entry into
force of this Directiye. to ensure·
that consumers and other users are •
informed about the
advantages of
using
reusable
and
recoverable·
packaging, .a}:>out the meaning of the.
markings on packaging, about the
return systems available for them to
dispose of their used packaging and
of packaging waste, and about the
existing
management
plans
for
packaging as· referred to in Article
10.

-
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Article 10

Management plans
1.
Pursuant to the objectives and measures referred to in
this Directive, Member States shall include in their waste
management plans required by Article 7 of Dircctiv"'
75/442/EEC a specific chapter on the management .:.;,.•.
packaging and packaging waste.
•

2.

The chapter referred to in paragraph 1 shall include:

-

the intei:mediate and final objccth·es and targetS to be
achieved,

.-

the measures to be adopted, which might be of a
technical, economic or organizational character.

-

the justification of the measures adopted or of any
modification of the targets as considered in the provisions
of this Directive.
Article 11

Economic instruments
Economic instruments may be adopted by Member States, in
accordance with the provisions of the Treaty. to promote t'
objectives of this Directive.
...... ,

1. The council. on the basis of a
oroposal
from the Commission.
adopts economic Instruments. In
the
absence
of
measures
at
Community level. Member States may
adoot them In accordance with the
provisions of the Treaty, to
attain the objectives of this
Directive. Economic
Instruments
should be used to promote these
obJectives.
b. Economic instruments may not giye
rise to distortions of comoetition or
create obstacles to the marketing of
and trade in-packaging and packaged
good,s bv complying with the following
criteria:
must be a clear link
the measures adopted and
the aim being pursued.
The
measures shall be proportionate
to the objectives to be achieved
and
their
effectiveness
controllable;
ther~

betwe~n

thev
shall
apply
without
distinction in both form and
substance
to
all
economic
operators
and
shall
not
discriminate against particular
types of packaging or packaging
material or against particular
prosiucts or a c;ategory of
products;
.

-
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economic instruments should be
easy to operate and not demand
too much administration: they
should not clash with Community
legislation on tax harmonization

3. The Member States shal I report
to the Commission on the economic
Instruments theY have Implemented
to comply with this Directive.
Where the
Instruments
Include
State aid. they must be notified
In advance Pursuant to· Article
93<3>
of
the
TreatY. The
instruments must take Into account
the 'polluter pays• principle.

Article 12
Standardization
The Commission shall promote, as appropriate, the
elaboration of European standards relating in panicular
to:
-

dimensions and shapes of packaging for agreed products
in order to facilitate their reuse and rationalize and
optimize management alternatives,

-

modular distribution packaging for transpon and
distribution,

-

product specifications for the use of recycled materials in
the manufacturing of packaging and other products,

-

criteria and methodology for life-cycle analysis on
packaging.

The Commission shall promote, as
appropriate, the elaboration of
European standards relat lng in
particular to:
dimensions and shapes of
packaging for agreed products
In order to facilitate their
reuse and rationalize and
optimize
management
a I ternat i ves,
modular
packaging for
distribution,

distribution
transport and

product specifications for
the
use
of.
and
when
appropriate minimum content
level for. recycled materials
In
the
manufacturing
of
packaging and other products,
crIterIa and methodology for
life-cycle
analysis
on
packaging.

=

requirements
for
the
compostability of packaging.
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Article 13

Notification
1.
Without prejudice to Directive 83/189/EEC, before
adopting such measures, Member States shall notify the
drafts of measures which they intend to adopt within the
framework of this Directive to the Commission, in order to
permit the latter to examine them in the light of existing
provisions and, where appropriate, to ask Member States to
suspend their adoption.

2.
If the proposed measure is also a technical matter
· within the meaning of Directive 83 I 189 /EEC, the Member
State concerned may indicate, when following the
notification procedures referred to in this Directive, that the
notification is equally valid for Directive 83/189/EEC.

Article 14

Obligation to report "
Every three years, and for the first time on 1 April of the third
year after the date by which this Directive must be
implemented in national law, Member States shall send the
Commission a report on the measures taken to implement
this Directive. This report shall be based on a questionnaire,
drawn up in accordance with the procedure referred to in
Article 17, which the Commission shall send to the Member
States six months before the said date.
On the basis of these reports, the Commission shall publish a
consolidated report every three years, and for the first time
on 1 April ofthe following year.

Existing proyisions
Hember States shall communicate to
the Commission. all existing laws.
regulations
and
administrative
proyisi6ns adopted or concluded
within the scooe of this Directiye.

Article 15

Freedom to place on the market
'•.:Member States shall not impede the placing on the market on
their territory of packaging which satisfies the provisions of
this Directive.

Member states shall not
impede the placing on the market on
their terri tory of packaging which
satisfies the provisions of this
Directive. nor the use of the
recoyery.
procedures
for
such
pacJsagina laid down in the Directive.
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Article 16
Adaptation to scientific and technical progress
The amendments necessary for adapting the provisions of
this Directive to scientific and technical progress shall be
adopted in accordance with the procedure laid down in
Article 17.
This procedure shall also be applicable for amendments
which need to be made to the provisions of this Directive
applicable to primary packaging for medical devices and
pharmaceutical products. The provisions relating to such
packaging shall take into account the safety, performance
and quality requirements which must be satisfied by them, in
accordance with the provisions of Community law.
In addition, the Commission, in accordance with the same
procedure, shall adopt the measureS necessary to deal with
any difficulties encountered in applying the provisions of this
Directive to small packaging.

Article 17
Committee procedW"e
The Commission shall be assisted by a committee of an
advisory nature composed of the representatives of the
Member States and chaired by the representatives of· the
Commission.
The representative of the Commission shall" submit to the
committee a draft of the measures to be taken. The
committee shall ddiver its opinion on the draft, within a time
limit which the chairman may lay down according to the
urgency of the matter, if necessary by taking a vote.
The opinion. shall be recorded in the minutes; in addition,
each Member State shall have the right to ask to have its
position recorded in the minutes.
The Commission shall take the utmost account of the
opinion delivered by the committee. It shall· inform the
committee of the manner in which its opinion has been taken
imo account.

AMENDED TEXT

-
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Article 18

..

Implementation in national law

~

....... ·: ..

:···
,.

Member States shall adopt and publish the laws, rePiJations
and administrative provisions necessary to .comply with this
Directive by ... {1 ). They shall immediately inform .the
Commission thereof.
. ....
When Member States adopt these provisions, these shall
contain a reference to this Directive or shall be accompanied
by such reference at the time of their official publication. The
procedure for such reference shall be adopted by Member
States.

Article 19
Directive 85/339/EEC is hereby repealed with effect
from .•.

Article 20
This Directive is addressed to the Member States.
\

(

1

)

Eir,htc·rn months ;~(tc,r tht· ;~doption of this Dir.-ctive.

...
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ANNEX I.

MARKING

·.•
1. (a) Reusable packaging

1. (b) Recoverable packaging

01'

1. {c) Identification system
Plastic shall usc a numbering from 1 to 19; paper and cardboard from 20 to 39; mct.al from 40 to 49; wood
from 50 to 59; textiles from 60 to 69; glass from 70 to 79.
The identification may also be done by using the abbreviation to the used material(s) (e.g. HOPE: high
density polycthyknc). Numbering, or abbreviations, or both, may be used to identify materials. The said
identifacarion methods shall be located in the centre of or below the graphical marking indicating the
reusable or recoverable narure of the packaging.
1. (d) Packaging made partly or entirely of recycled materials

x%

percentage of recycled material used in the manufacturing of the product.

·..... ··
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ANNEX 11

OUTLINE OF ~:SS!:;NT IAL REQUIREMENTS
ON
THE
COMPOSiTION
AND
THE
REUSABLE AND RECOVERABLE NATURE OF
• PACKAGING

ESSENTIAL
REQUIREMENTS ON THE
COMPOS IT ION AND THE REUSABLE AND
RECOVERABLE INCLUDING RECYCLABLE
NATURE OF PACKAGING

1. Requirements specific to the manufacturing and composi.tioa of padcagi.ng
-

Packaging shnll be so manufactured that the packaging volume and weight be limited to the minimum
adequate amoiuit to maintain the necessary level of safety and acceptance for the packed product and for
the consumer.
·

-

Packaging shall be designed. produced and commercialized in such a way as to permit its reuse Cll' recovery
and to minimize its impact on the environment when packaging waste or residues from packaging waste
management operations are disposed of.

Packaging
shall
be
so
manufactured that the presence of
no~ious
metals
and
other
haz~rdous
subst~nces
as
constituents of the packaging
material or of any of the
packaging components is limited
to · such a level as to minimize
their presence in emissions. ash
or leachate when packaging or
residues
from
management
operations or packaging waste are
incinerated or landfilled.

Packaging
manufactured
of noJtiOuS
hazardous
constituents
uterial or
packaging
m_inimizec:l.

shall

be

. so

that the presence
metals and other

substances
~s
of the packaging
of any of · the
compqnents
is

The sum of concentration levels
of lead, cadmium, mercury and
hexavalent chromium present in
packaging or packaging components
shall not exceed the following:

The concentration levels of
heavy
metals
present
in
packaging
or
packaging
components sha I 1 not exceed
the following:

600 ppm by weight after two years
of entry into force of this
directiye.

Lead <Pb)
Cadmium (Cd)
Chrome (Cr VI)
Mercury <Hg).

250 'ppm by weight after three
years of entry into force of this
directive,
100 ppm by weight after five
years of entry into force of this
Directive.

ppm
ppm
ppm
1.......Pmn

150
1. 5
100

and this no later than five
years after the entry into
force of this Directive
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•

...

2. ltequiraDcau lpCCific: to dae rcuublc aatiU'C of • pac:bpag
The

-

followiDs J:eqUiremcnls -

be simu1taneously ..adicd:

of-·

.

the pbysic81 properties aocl c:luaraaerisc:i of die pacltaging sball enable a DWilba- of trips oc I'OtatioDs iD

--ny prediaab1e CIOIIdRicms

bcaltb and safety ~.

-

possibility of processiDg the used packaging iD order

-

fulfillhe r:equi:raDeoa specific ro reCoverable packagiug when che padcaginc is ao loagu ICUSecl aDd thus
becomes waste.

3. Rcquircmcnts spccific
(a)

Packaging

to

to meet

chc I'CICOVCRbk uatare of packaging

~bk

in

tJn /omt of material recycling

Packaging IIUSt be manufactured in
such· a . way as to enable the
recycling of at least • x • \ by
weight of the aaterials used into
the aanutacture of marketable
products.

Packaging llUSt be 1l811Ufact~ in
sucb a way as to enable! the
recycling of at least • x •it by
weight of the materials used· into
the manufacture of marketable
products.
in cgmpliauce 1 with
current stanc:Jards in the European
Com!!!unity. fbe establishment of
this
percentage
may
yary.
dependina on the type of material
of

wbich

tbe

composed.

(b) Ptlek4ging recowmrbk in the form of tmergy recovery

(c)

-

Packaging waste processed for me purpose of energy recovery shall have a minimum inferior calorific
value of 13 Mj/lcg (approximate energe1:ic value of paper and cardboard).

-

The energy recovery operation may not give rise to ash residues exceeding 'y'% by weight of the
incinerated materials.

-

If used as a substitute for other fuels (carburants), it should not have a greater impact on the
environment, in terms of emissions and residues, than that of the substituted fuel.

Packaging recoverable in the form of composting
-

1

Packaging waste proccssod for the purpose of composting shall be of such a biodegradable nature, that
it should not hinder the com posting process or activity into which it is introduced or diminish the
quality of the compost.

ptckagina:

is

-
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leal 1001 biodegradable packing

•(';

·~

100\ biodegradable oac)saqinq waste
· · shall b¢ of such a nature that it ·is
capable of
undergoing
physical,
chemical,
thermal
or
biological
decomposition such that the finished
comoost ultimatelY decqmooses into
carbon dioxide. biomass '·and water
<leaving
no
~istinguishable
persistent.
svnthetic
or
toxic
residues).
·

.. ·

..

ANNEX Ill ..

,

...,..

INFORMATION.SYSTEM/DATABASE ON PACKAGING AND PACKAGING WASTE

The database will be built up by the following formats:
-

Format 1: Composition of municipal waste- household level (mandatorypresentation- Annex Ul:Al)

-

Format 2: Composition of municipal waste -

·-

•

other levels (mandatory presentation -

Annex

IlL~)

Format 3: Packaging waste management (mandatory presentation- Annex lll.B)

-

Format 4: Product families to be recorded (Annex III.C) - consumption-based primary packaging data
(mandatory presentation and explanatory note- Annex Jll.Dl, Jll.DZ and Jll.DJ)

-

Format 5: Industrial packaging (mandatory presentation- Annex lli.E)

-

Format 6: Secondary and tertiary packaging consumption data (formats 4 and 5 related products)
(mandatory presentation - Annex lli.F)
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FORMAT 1
A11nex lll.Al

Concept: Composition municipal waste Units: Kg, volume and·%

kg

ComponentS

Glass --Toaat
Packaging:
...;_-White:·
-Brown:

-Green:

..

Non-packaging
Paper and c:ard!Joani- Total

·..::·.:··

Counay: ....................... .
Yeac: ..............................

household level

Packaging:
- Cardboar-d:
- · t.aminates:.
-Paper:
Nan-packaging:
- Newspaper,- periodicals:

-<>thee:
Plastics·- Total
Polyoldines
-Packaging
- Non-packaging
...

Pol~

-Packaging
- Noo-packaging
Halogenated polymecs
-Packaging
- Non-packaging
PET
-Packaging
- Non-packaging
Others.
-Packaging
- Non-packaging
Textiles
- Padcaging
- Non-packaging
Ferro
-Packaging
- Non-packaging
Non-ferro
- Packaging
- Non-packaging
Wood
-Packaging
- Non-packaging
Leather:
Rubber:
Stone:
Carpers:
Organics:
Others:
Sub-total packaging
Sub-total non-packaging
Total

...

Volume·
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FORMAT 2
Annex 111.A2

Concept: Composition municipal waste - other levels
Units: Kg, volume and %

Country: ....................... .
Yea~ ···-··-········-·-·····-

Components

kg

Volume

%

Glass- Total.
Padcaging:
-White:
-Brown:

-Green:
Non-packaging
Papa- .and catdboard - Total
Padcasing:

-

Cardboard:

- Laminaca:
-Paper:
Non-packaging:
- ·Newspaper -

'

-

..
..

periodicals:

-Other:
"

Plastics.~

·-

Total

•·.

Polyolcfincs
- Packaging
- Na&-padcaging
Polystyra~cs

-'-Pac:bgiug
- Non-packaging
Halogeaatcd Polymcrs .
-Packaging
-'- Non-packaging
PET
- PadcagiDg
- Non-padcaging
Orhcrs
- Padcaging
- Non-packaging

.•.

,., .

·.•

·'

Textiles
-Packaging
- Non-padcaging
Ferro
- Packaging
- Non-packaging
Non-ferro
- Packaging
- Non-packaging
Wood
- Packaging
- Non-packaging

Leather:
Rubber:
Stone:
Carpets:
Organics:
Others:
Sub-total packaging
Sub-total non-packaging
Total

;;>

~c:·

':.

FORMATJ

Ailntx IIl.B
0
Concept: Packaging waste management
Units: 1 000 tonnes

Country: ................................................ ..
Year:

~
I""

. Hoilsehoid level
Collection
Components

m
'""'

)(

Trcatineiu

...

Output

P.ecoveiy

Final disposal

Energy c:Cmvefsi011 . ,-~postill&.

ltecyding

Incineration

Other

Landlill

...

Glass
- Packaging
- Non-packaging
Paper and cardboard
- Packaging
- Non-packaging
Plastic
- Packaging
- Non-packaging
Textiles
- Packaging
- Non-packaging

'·

-

Ferro
- Packaging
- Non-packaging
Non-ferro
- Packaging
- Non-packaging

..

..

~
z
0

m

'

.

Wood
- Packaging
- Non-packaging
Leather
Rubber

·''

m

..

•

0
.,

'

..

~: l
~:

..

'm
""'

..

)(
i

'""'

.,

Stone
Carpets
Organic
Other
"

Total
----

'""'

Selective

Bulk

--

::0

C)

~---

··-----

---~

- - - - - - - - - --

_____· - - - -

-~-

·--~-----

---------------·

,_

/

0

Other lnda (illdumy, off'acct, servlcct, cte.)

::0

Treaunmt

CoUeaion
Componenu

(j)

Bulk

Selective
Rccydilla

Energy convenion

Composting

z

~ina! disposal

Recovery

Output

Other

Incineration

>
r-

Landlill

><

Glass
-

-1

m
-1

Packaging
Non-packaging

Paper and cardboard
-

Packaging
Non-packaging

Plastic
- Packaging
- Non-packaging
Textiles
- Packaging
- Non-packaging

w

0

Ferro
-

Packaging
Non-packaging

-·

Non-ferro
-

~
z0

Packaging
Non-packaging

m

Wood
- Paclcaging
- Non-packaging

m

Leather

-1

m
0

-1

><

Rubber

,

Stone
Carpets
Organic
Other
Total.

-
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An~lll.C

Product familia to

~

recorded

Biscuits and cakes
Faa (other thaD milk faiS)

Oiocolate and IUpr CODfectionary
Dairy prodUCIS
Dry beverages
Frozen foods·
Heat-processed foods
jam and preserves

sauces
Snack fOods
Fresh lwead
Fresh fish
Fn:sb &uit and· vegetables
Fn:sb mat
Beer and· cider

Carbonated soft drinks
Fnlit juices

M.iDeral watennchlill drinli:s
Wiiles and spirits
AutomOiiYe products
Cigan:ctes and tobacco
Oeaaing material
Cosmetics
Hain:aR
PainiS•. stains and varnishes

Pet food$
Phamwzutic:.a&
Soaps and dctergcniS
Toiletries

Toys
Electrical appliances
Ekaronics
Clothing

Others

An~

lll.DI

Concept: Consumption-based primary packaging data

Counay: ................................... ,.......... .

Units: Pieces, grams, tonnes

Year: .................................................... .

·Produa familin

1000 picas

Total

·Average weight pet pica
(gram)

(tonne)

'

Number of rotations/
life span (x)

Total
(tonne)

32 -
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Annex Ill.D2

Conapt: Consumption-based primary packaging data

Country: ....................................................................... .

Units: Pieces, gram, ronnes

Year: ............................................................................. .

Total drink market
April to May 1991

Total drink market, non-alcoholic (N-A)
Total glass, non-alooholic (N-A)

1 000 pieces

Average: weight
ptr piece
(gram)

Total
(tonne)

Numb« of

Total
(tonne)

rotations/

Live span (x)

196 070,2S
36 689,50

Non-returnable glass, N-A

8 27S,20

Non-rcrumablc glass, 0,20-0,25 I, N-A

s 404,60

140

756,64

7S6,64

89,70

220

19,73

19,73

480

959,33

9S9,33

23S

2 081,96

18/x1

750

13 507,65

18/x2

Non-rerurnable glass, 0,33 I, N-A
Non-returnable glass, O,S0-0,7S I, N-A
Non-rcrumable glass, 1 I and more, N-A
Rerurnable glass, N-A
Rerurnablc glass, 0,20-0,25 I, N-A
Returnable glass, 0,50-0,7S I, N-A
Rerumable glass, 1 I and more, N-A
Plastic, N-A

782,30
1 998,60
28 414,30
8 8S9,40
1 S44,70
18010,20

28 S71,90

Cardboard, N-A

31106,90

Cardboard. 0,20 1, N-A

18 270,70

Cardboard, 1 J and more, N-A

13 S07

/x2

.99 702,00

Metal, N-A

Cardboard, O,SO I, N-A.

2 081,91/xl

171,90
12 664,30

Total drink market, alcoholic (A)

181929,06

Total glass, alcoholic (A)

17S 92i,SO

Non-rcrumable glass, A

32 773,10

Non-rerumable glass, O,l0-0,2S I, A

23 928,30

130

3110,68

3 110,68

471,40

ISS

73,07

. 73,07

93,70

225

21,08

21,08

Non-i:erurnable glass, 0,33 I, A
Non-rerumable glass, O,SO I, A

7 052,10

570

4 019,70

4·019,70

Non-rerurnable glass, 1 I, A

901,90

500

450,9S

450,95

Non-rerumable glass, more than 1 I, A

32S,70
124 955,7S

265

33 113,27

3S/x3

33 113,27/x3

16 452,70

265

4 359,97

35/x4

4 359,97/x4

18/x5

1108,54/x5

Non-rerumable glass, 0,70-0,7S I, A

. Rerurnable glass, A
Returnable glass, 0,20-0,2S I, A
Returnable glass, 0,33 I, A

143 148,38

.

0,10

365

0,04

1 732,10

640

1 108,54

Returnable glass, 1 I, A

0,00

720

0,00

Rerurnable glass, more than 1 I, A

7,70

Returnable glass, 0,50 I, A
Returnable glass, 0,70-0,7S I, A

Metal, A

6 007,60

Metal, 0,25 I, A

93,80

Metal, 0,33 I, A

5 678,80

Metal, O,SO I, A

233,00

Metal, 1 I, A

1,60

Metal, more than 1 I, A

0,40
----·

This is an Example: Numbers, grams, tonncs are illustrative, not real.

'•

0,04
0,00

.

..
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Explanatory note

The number of picas per product on the market of me Member States con be obtained from specialized market
research companies such as Nielsen, GFK and Others.
The· number of picca IOid, mulciplied by the averqe weight of the packagin& will give the tonnage of waste each
i1e111 is likely to geMrate at hou$dtold level.

The tOIUiage of rccumable, refillable padc.aging bas to be divided by the number of years equal to the life-span of the
product.

FORMATS.

Country: ....................................................................... .

Concept: 'Industrial packaging
Units:

P~,

Year: ............................................................................. .

grams, kg
,.

Types

Pieas ·

A-.eragc omgbt
per piece

..

(crams)

Total weight
(kg)

Numbuof

Total
(ksl

rotalions/

Lifespan (x)

Intermediate bulk containers (IBC)
-

WovmPP

-

Oaobins (cardboard)

-HDPE

•

-Metal

-Others
Drums

-Metal
-Plastic

Jerrycans
-Metal
-

Plastics

Boxes
-Cardboard

-

Wood and plywood

Bags

-

Paper

'

· - Plasiic
-Woven

•

.

Others

Total

'
·.:,

..
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Concept: Secondary and teniary packaging

Country:

Units: Average weight i':l grams. or kg

Year:
Carton

Plaoric

Wood

Others

-

Trays
6
12
-24

-

:
J

...

Crates

-

6
12
-24
Boxes
-24
Wrappings

- Sttctch
-Shrink
Pallets
120-80
- 120-120

-

Nou: Reusables are to be divided by the number of years equal to the life span in

f

me same way as indicated for primary packaging.
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